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•NTRODUCnON 
PHENOMENA 
Programs are planned and housed in different mega-structures 
that scattered in different parts of the city. Those mega-struc-
tures are rich in interior programmatic space but bounded by 
exterior facade, which limited their interflow with the other 
mega-structures and the city. This isolation is aggravated by 
heavy traffic roads, which cut-off of the city into zones. The con-
nections between each zones and mega-structures are usually 
the non-event space for circulation. This causes a discontinuity 
in motion: the journey is interrupted by non-event space. 
1.The Problem of Mega-structures 
2. Disjunction of Programmatic Space 
THESrS STATEMENT 
Each program in the city should not be separated but in-
tegrated by movement. Instead of being connected by a 
homogeneous circulation space, they are linked up by a 
new interface, which is a hybrid of the existing programs 
but mutated by events. The connectivity of this interface 
is depends on movement, which is reinforced by events 
that acts as punctuation to avoid the homogeneity of 
movement in non-event space. This interface not only is a 
connector, but a social space, with programs embedded 
in matrix of movement and events. 
Dis-programming as Event Generator 
The combination of different programs will produces 
events. 
Event Space as Connectors 
The mega-structures that containing isolated programs 
should be connected by a new type of interface, which is 
a mixture of programs that originally found in the mega-
structure but charged with various event space and move-
ment. > 
METHODOLOGY 
PHENOMENA I 
1. Disjunction of Programmatic Spaces 
2- Disjunction of Mega-structures and the City 
3. Disjunction of Public Space 
4. Disjunction of Experience 
[ 
I 
INTERVENTION 
Reunion the Disjunction: 
Event Space and Movement as Connector 
— H Y P O T H E S I S <—— 
Dis-programming as Event Generator 
PHENOMENA II 
1.EventSpaceinMall 
2. Increase in Flexibility 
of Shopping and Cultural Space 
INTRODUCTION 
PHENOMENA 
DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE 
DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE NEW INTERFACE AS CONNECTOR 
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Programs are planned and housed in different mega-structures that scattered in different parts of the city. Those mega-structures are rich in interior programmatic space but bounded by 
exterior facade, which limited their interflow with the other mega-structures and the city. This isolation is aggravated by heavy traffic roads, which cut-off of the city into zones. The connections 
between each zones and mega-structures are usually the non-event space for circulation, This causes a discontinuity in motion: the journey is interrupted by non-event space. 
The mega-structures seem inevitable for future development in Hong Kong. They provide new possibilities in urban planning and programmatic design. But considering the city and its mega-
structures collectively, a new type of interface is essential. 
DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
Harbour City Star House Cultural Centre 
Clock Tower 
Space Museum Art Museum New World Centre 
Tsim Sha Tsui East 
p e major developments on the peripheral of Kowloon Peninsula are shopping malls and cultural complex. They together form the icon image for Hong Kong promenade. The Harbour City is 
l^ ocajfd on the west of the promenade with shopping mall on the lower three floors and high-rises of office/ hotel on podium. It has the largest mall in Hong Kong with a total mall floor area of 
Y r i^llion square feet and 700 shops., there is The Cultural Complex is adjacent the Harbour City and is composed of three separated facilities: the Space Museum in 1980, the Cultural Centre in 
‘989 and the Art Museum in 1991. Their outdoor space formed a plaza, which is a popular tourist attraction along the promenade. 
TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
Every citizen in Hong Kong goes to 
museum once every 32 years! 
Renaissance?[文藝復興?] Hong Kong Economic Journal, 
31 Jan. 2005, P.23 
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The exhibition of Picasso's 
"Parade" in IFC has attracted millions of citizens 
Picasso's "Parade" attracts millions of people [畢加索 
《巡遊》吸引數十萬觀眾],Weiwenpo [文匯報],28 0ct.2004,p.A22. 
DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
"The development of shopping malls in Hong Kong has 
begun since opening of Ocean Terminal at 22 March 1966. 
They are originated from the tourist industry, which the 
original target customers were foreign visitors... Neverthe-
less, the shopping scene in Hong Kong is still phenomenal 
...shopping mall have been constructed to cater for the 
ever-changing needs of consumers ... Indeed, one might 
say that shopping is a central part, even the essence, of the 
Hong Kong way of life." 
As cited in "The Mailing of Hong Kong", Consuming Hong 
Kong, p.23-45 
From "Hong Kong:150 Years, Development in Maps" 
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DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
Location of Commercial Centre and the Railway Stations 
From "Hong Kong:l 50 Years, Development in Maps" 
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DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
1 Tsim Sha Tsui expanded by making new reclamation land. 2 The traffic roads make the new and old area disconnected, 3 Therefore, the mega-structures integrated by movement. 
The new developments are mainly mega-structure of mall and And the lack of relationship between mega-structures makes Functional spaces should be interconnected by event spaces, 
cultural complex, with occupied the waterfront area and this disjunction worse. The short building block and the street networks in the inner 
surrounded the originally local area. area provide permeability for the pedestrians to reach the wa-
terfront. The waterfront area would be linked up and continuous 
flow. 
DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
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If Bigness transforms architecture, its accumulation generates a new kind of city. The exterior of the city is no longer a collective theatre where 'if happens; there's 
no collective 'it' left. The street has become residue, organizational device, mere segment of the continuous metropolitan plane where remnants of the past face 
the equipment of the new in an uneasy standoff. Not only is Bigness incapable of establishing relationships with the classical city 一 at most it coexist - but in the 
quan tity and complexity of the facilities it offers, it is itself urban. 
As cited in Koolhaas, Rem, Small, Medium, Large, Extra-large; Office for Metropolitan Architecture, (New York: Monacelli Press, 1995), 516. 
DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE TSIM SHA TSUI WATERFRONT 
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DISJUNCTION OF PROGRAMMATIC SPACE THE PROBLEM OF MEGA-STRUCTURES 
The development of Hong Kong was rooted in urban area along both sides of the Victoria Harbour and spread out to New Territories since the beginning of 
New Town Development in 1973. The early development consisted of short building blocks and the street life was vibrant. Since 1960s, the importation of 
mega-structure design and development has begun. At that time, the tourism industry has begun, which also benefited the retail industry. As a result, the first 
major shopping mall was opened, which is the Ocean Terminal in Tsim Sha Tsui that finished in 1966. Later, not only the number of mega-structures increases, 
but also their locations and varieties increased. Shopping malls can be found even in furthest site of Hong Kong. Besides retail, mega-structures also house other 
programmatic spaces such as residential, recreation and cultural. It is not unfamiliar for us to find the residential complex on raised podium, the cultural recrea-
tiona丨 complex and etc. 
The adaptations of mega-structures in existing urban areas and New Towns are facing different situations but shared similar problems: 
In the existing urban areas, their original building blocks are relatively smaller with dense street network. In such condensed condi-
tion, new developments are possible either by demolition or reclamation. For minor developments, just one or two building blocks 
are replaced by high-rises. However for major developments, whole lot of buildings would be replaced by a complex of high-rises, 
i.e. mega-structure. The former one do less change to the original fabric when it compares to the later one. The mega-structure 
not only increases the density of population and programs on that particular site, but also changes the original urban structure by 
replacing the streets. How should the city react to new centres formed by the new mega-structures? How should the mega-struc-
tures relate or connect to the original urban fabric? Those questions are most obvious for the new development on reclamation 
land. First, they already locate on the edge of the city. They are often cut-off from the existing by traffic roads. Moreover, the recla-
mation land is a vast new land without much reference for planning. The land is often divided into several functional zones. Mega-
structures are built separately by different developers or departments for different purposes. Each of them could perform ideally by 
providing suitable internal environment for their particular programs, and the city seems 
satisfy with sufficient programmatic facilities. However, the lack of programmatic inter-connection is an undeniable problem. Con-
sidering the city as mega processor composed by smaller intellectual components, although structural connections are necessary, 
but their inter-communication are essential for proper functioning. 
On the other hand, New Towns are developed on new land, which give fewer problems relating to the existing fabric. They are mainly residential development 
for 
de-centralizing the increasing population in congested urban area. They are aimed at becoming self-contained communities by providing sufficient infrastruc-
ture and community facilities. The planning of such a large area provides more possibilities for the mega-development. The relationship between each mega-
structures and how they collectively form a city become a crucial question. However, the mixed uses in neighbourhood are limited by varieties and location. 
They are often restricted by 
commercial value. In New Towns, shopping malls are usually built on top of or near the railways stations in order to encourage maximum circulation for maxi-
mum profit. Other community facilities, such as parks and museums, are only connect to the mall and station indirectly by signposts together with a series 
streets, bridges or subways.This separation is exaggerated by having mega residential complex on raised podium.Those raised podium usually have more than 
3 stories, which isolated the public spaces from each other and from streets. 
The mega-structures seem inevitable for future development in Hong Kong. They provide new possibilities in urban planning and 
programmatic design. But considering the city and its mega-structures collectively, a new type of interface is essential. 
DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE 
DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE PUBLIC SPACES SEPARATED BY MEGA-STRUCTURES 
INDOOR PUBLIC SPACE 
STAR HOUSE AND BUS TERMINAL OUTDOOR PUBLIC SPACE 

DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE REFERENCE TO THE MAP OF TSilVI SHA TSU11:5500 
mall space 
DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE MALL AND CULTURAL COMPLEX 
1 The programs of the Harbour City take place 
internally with restricted response to the urban site 
as bounded by external facade. Although it has open 
up the shop front on the ground floor to the street, 
but it is the controlled area owned by the shops 
instead of freely accessible public space. Besides, it 
provides atria for public events, such as exhibitions 
and performance. But these atria are only connected 
internally without direct linkage to the city. 
to star ferry pier 
to cultural complex 
DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE MALL 
Harbour City 2/F Plan 
Indoor Basketball 
Count 
DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE CULTURAL COMPLEX 
ToHifcourCily Subv/ay 
C 
2 In the cultural complex seem to have no overall planning consideration. The cultural facilities failed to respond to each other. Disorder in spatial arrangement and unclear circulation 
are result. This turn the most of the public space into left-out space and weaken the sense of this place. This breaks up the cultural complex and makes its integration to the city difficult. 
DISJUNCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE IN-BETWEEN 
3. What situated in between the Harbour City and the 
Cultural Complex is a chaotic and congested space. A sepa-
rated but smaller mall, the Star House, is next to the Harbour 
City. It is an enclosed space with programs take place inter-
nally and no atrium to allow public event. Between the Star 
House and the Cultural Centre, there are Star Ferry and the 
bus terminal with narrow passage.Thus, the government is 
planning to relocate the bus terminal and devote the original 
site to public use. 
REFERENCE PUBLIC SPACE IN CULTURAL SPACE 
m i 
Entrance Lobby in Centre Pompidou, Paris 
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REFERENCE PUBLIC SPACE IN CULTURAL SPACE 
Entrance Lobby in Hong Kong Cultural Centre, Tsim ShaTsui 
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REFERENCE EVENT SPACE IN MALL 
Football Court 
Public Programme 
Shopping Mall« A t r ium 
Mall Space 
"ExFibitidn Cbrnddf 
Atrium 
Maritime Square in Tsing Yi, Hong Kong 
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REFERENCE EVENT SPACE IN MALL 
Maritime Square in Tsing Yi, Hong Kong 
REFERENCE EVENT SPACE IN MALL 
North Atrium 
Exhibition 
Corridor 
Olympian City II, Hong Kong 
Art Museum Shopping Mall i A t r ium Art Museum 
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Shopping Mall I related 
\ p rogram / 
Public Programme Mall Space Mall Space + Public Programme 
Olympian City II, Hong Kong 
DISJUNCTION OF EXPERIENCE 
DISJUNCTION OF EXPERIENCE 
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Assuming the more spent in time means more conscious is required, the change in thickness of lines reflect the change in consciousness of visitors, 
Cultural Space 
In order to look into the exhibits, the visitors need to spend more time on each of them and be more conscious. Thus, the line is thicker at the location of exhibits but become thinner when 
circulating. Moreover, the line is more dense comparing to that inside the mall, which is relatively constant in width. 
Shopping Space 
In mall, people glance at the window display relatively casual comparing to that in museum. That has several reasons. First, the complexity of the window display is usually less when comparing 
to the exhibits in museum. Moreover, the window displays of each shop are usually aligned in the same direction of the circulation path. The space in front of the window display is less static 
comparing to that in front of each exhibit inside gallery. Besides, the shopping space is full of other visual attraction, that will distract the visitors attentions towards a particular shop or window 
display. 
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POTENTIAL FOR RECONNECTION INCREASED IN PROGRAMMATIC FLEXIBILITY 
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Being an inseparable part in city life, the capacity of shopping space increase by accepting other events to occurs. On the other hand, the cultural space become 
more and more integrated to public and society by being less formal and more flexible. This provide a possibility for their integration 
POTENTIAL FOR RECONNECTION INCREASED IN PROGRAMMATIC FLEXIBILITY 
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Relocation of Bus Terminal 
The current pedestrian flow in waterfront area is 900,000 
person/time each month. After the pedestrianisation of the 
original bus terminal, the estimated pedestrian flow is going 
to increase by 60%. 
More public space is necessary. 
Transportation: Location of Stations and Terminals 
POTENTIAL FOR RECONNECTION AMBIENT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Extension of Subway System 
As the site is cut off from the city by heavy traffic, the subway 
is a major pedestrian access. The extension of subway system 
increase its importance. 
The connectivity of the site by subway 
is essential. 
Subway Connection 
POTENTIAL FOR RECONNECTION AMBIENT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Shopping Pattern in the Region 
The cultural area is a plug-in that disconnected from surround-
ing programs 
Nl/‘ 
Increase the Integrity by Programmatic 
Connection 
Shopping Pattern 
As a result of relocating the bus terminal and 
pedestrian-ized the area, the government esti-
mated that the number of visitors will increase 
by 60%. 
Increase public space < Increase in pedes-
trian flow 
Therefore, instead of providing a single level 
open space, the thesis trying to provide a out-
door room that give more green space on dif-
ferent levels. 
future condition: 
public area (original bus terminal) = ~6 530 m 
new waterfront area = 55 320 m^ 
estimated increase in pedestrian flow = 60% 
estimated pedestrian flow = 48 000 ppl/day 
2 
,2 current condition waterfront area 二 ~48 790 m' 
pedestrian flow = 30,000 ppl/day 
1.6 V for each person — 
、喝： 
.15 m^ for each person 
POTENTIAL FOR RECONNECTION AMBIENT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
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POTENTIAL FOR RECONNECTION AMBIENT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
CONSIDERATION : LEFT-OUT SPACE 本 IDEAL PUBLIC SPACE 
Assumptions 
left-out space = space without interaction with surrounding building 
ideal public space should encourage public event to occur. 
eft-out space coastal area with 
view 
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THEORY 
DIS-PROGRAMMING AS EVENT GENERATOR HYPOTHESIS 
The combination of different programs will produces events. 
Event 
"Events have an independent existence of their own. Rarely are they purely the consequence of their 
surroundings. Events have their own logic, their own momentum. In literature, they belong to the 
category of the narrative (as opposed to the descriptive)" 
As cited inTschumi, Bernard, The Manhattan Transcripts, op cit., xxi. 
Dis-programming 
Vis-programming: Combining two or more programs, whereby a required spatial configuration of 
program A contaminates program B and B's possible configuration. The new program B may be ex-
tracted from the inherent contradictions contained in program A and B's required spatial configura-
tion may be applied to A： 
As cited inTschumi, Bernard, Event-Cities Praxis, (Cambridge: MIT Press；c 1994), 156 
Event Generation 
"柳 given problem (by a client, by on institution, by custom) can be analysed, dismantled, decon-
struct, 
according to any rule or criteria, and then be reconstructed into another programmatic configura-
tion (while retaining its initial programmatic variables.) To discuss the idea of program today it 
opens a field of research where spaces ore finally confronted with what happens in them." As cited in 
Tschumi, Bernard, The Manhattan Transcripts, (London: Academy Editions, cl994), xxvi. See also "We 
began by decomposing the overall program into its main constituent elements and aligning them 
with the Kyoto grid ...We also extracted from the program the most particular or 'eventful' functions 
or activities, which in combination would produce the 'event'. 
As cited inTschumi, Bernard, Event-Cities Praxis, op.cit, 223, 
EVENT SPACE AS CONNECTOR HYPOTHESIS 
The mega-structures that containing isolated programs should 
be connected by a new type of interface, which is a mixture 
of programs that originally found in the mega-structure but 
charged with various event space and movement. 
Event space could be indoor or outdoor, but their sites and occurrence would depend on 
their potential in public attraction, programmatic requirements and commercial value. How-
ever, since the possible sites for event space are usually scattered without direct connection, 
the corresponding attention and movement aroused is not fully utilized. Each event spaces ‘ 
could remain independent, but they should be inter-connected by movements. These 
movements act as linkages between programmatic spaces, event spaces and the city. 
Programs are contained in isolated mega-structures.To encourage inter-connectivity, the 
permeability of the boundary wall should increase to allow more in/ out movement. The 
program and the corresponding movement would be overlapped and allow different types 
of combination that produce events. The programmatic space becomes contaminated 
when they merge toward each other. Therefore, the interface neither one of the original 
programmatic space, nor it is a neutral public void. But it is a matrix of programs and events, 
interconnected by movements. ‘ 
+ EVENT 
〇 
Two kinds of EVENT happen indoor or outdoor. 
They are independent from each other. 
EVENT SPACE AS CONNECTOR MOVE MENT 
s 
I 
3 
1 
Enclosed mega-structure Enclosed mega-structure 
(Cultural centre/ museums) (mall) 
The containment is broken down by bring movements out of the current 
boundaries. Movements that originally belong to two contrasting pro-
grams are mixed at their in-between space. This in-between space is not 
only a hybrid that consist of both programs, but a mutated space as the 
contrasting qualities of these programs induced events. 
EVENT SPACE AS CONNECTOR MOVEMENT + EVENT 
SHOPPING 
SPACE subway/street 
as connect ions 
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EVENT SPACE AS CONNECTOR MOVEMENT + EVENT 
EVENT SPACE AS CONNECTOR MOVEMENT + EVENT 
Inter-weaved movements from cultural and shopping space 
EVENT SPACE AS CONNECTOR MOVEMENT + EVENT 
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INTERFACE BETWEEN DISJUNCTION 
Mall Space 
Public Space 
Cultural Space 
Mall Space 
Event Space/ Public Space Indoor 
Event Space/ Public Space Outdoor 
Cultural Space 
Mall Space 
Event Space/ Public Space Indoo! 
Event Space/ Public Space Outdoor 
Cultural Space 
NETWORK OF PROGRAMMES AND EVENTS 
MALL 
MALL 
A . 
B 
OPEN SPACE B 
B 
B., 
OPEN SPACE 
MUSEUM 
A 
.c 
MALL B 
A 
OPEN SPACE 
C 
MUSEUM" 
A = Museum + Mall 
B = Mall + Open Space 
C = Museum + Open Space 
I = Rail/ Bus Station 
INTERVENTION 
Open up the megastructure and Increase the interaction between programs and public 
discontinuous circulation 
100% built + 0% interaction 
outdoor public 
space 
introducing public space 
into the site 
_ 參 鲁 _ « 參 • 眷 
introduce public 
space into the site 
increase the contact between 
program and public space 
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increase the possibility of pro-
ducing event space in-between 
INTERVENTION 
2. Dis-programming as Event Generator 
cultural space 
Homogeneous Movement without moment and event 
•~cultural space 
Differiation of movement in different spaces 
static 
Integration of dynamic and stntic spaces 
event space• 
~cu l tura l space 
dynamic dynamic dynamic shopping space 
shopping space 
event space~“ 
1~cultural space 
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Dynamic Space 
Shops align along the direction of movement dynamic “ dynamic 
The combination of spaccs with 
conTrjstinq noture produce event sDOce; 
dynamic 
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event 
shopping space 
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Dynamic/ Static Space 
Assuming the original movement through the space is homogeneous, the shops and space are linearly arranged. The insertion of void space to this linear movement produces a static space. 
This static space has no pre-assigned program. But this combination interrupts the original homogeneous space. As a result, a heterogeneous space is resulted, which becomes a potential site 
for event space. This potential depends largely on the extent of contrasting between the dynamic space and the static space. 
Cultural/ Shopping Space 
The cultural space is a symbol of identity and status for its value in demonstrating art and the level of civilization. Thus in the past, it was restricted to be monumental space or privately owned, 
which is detached from general public. However, by the democratic movements and the advance in technology, this separation has reduced. The relationship of cultural space with daily life 
becomes stronger. The cultural space not only could be less formal, it is also easier to be affected by social values. However, this does not imply deterioration in the value of cultural space, but 
an emerge of a new type of cultural space with a balance in art value and public value. 
The experience in movement through the shopping space and cultural space are compared by a routine study in the Tsim Sha Tsui promenade. The space is measured by distance and time. 
Thus, the line of the routine become longer if the distance increase, and it will become thicker if the time spent increase. A thickness of the routine line implies the consciousness of the visi-
tor, as they give more time and attention in a particular space that result in a thicker line. In the shopping space, the thickness of routine line is homogeneous as the visitors spend similar time 
when they look at and pass through the front of the window displays causally. The exhibition space in the mall is the dynamic space at the same time. But in cultural space, the visitors need to 
spend more time to each particular exhibits or 
performance. Thus, the movement in cultural space is heterogeneous. This contrasting nature in shopping space and cultural space would be an initiator for event by combination. 
Static Space (Mall Atrium) surrounded by dynamic spaces (floors for shopping). Static Space (lobby of Cultural Centre) surrounded by static spaces (the inaccessible upper floors) 
INTERVENTION 
1. Network of cultural spaces 
interconnected by circulations. 
3. Addition of static space (void) 
into the framework of move-
ment. 
2. Addition of movement flow, 
which give a framework for the 
arrangement of shopping space. 
This framework overlaps with 
cultural space's network. 
But they are independent from 
each other. They are serving 
different purpose (one for the 
circulation within cultural spaces 
and the other within shopping 
spaces) Their only connections 
could be found at their intersection, 
which become locations for vertical 
circulation. 
4. Addition of shopping 
spaces into the framework of 
movement. 
1 Site is chosen at the junction between two contrasting 
programs: The bus terminal inTsim ShaTsui between Harbour 
City and Cultural Centre. 
2 The basic programmatic and spatial requirements of the 
two programs (shopping space and cultural space) on the site 
are analysed. Programmatic spaces are decomposed accord-
ing to the basic requirements and overlapped to form this 
new interface. The cultural space is a duster of galleries (static 
space) that inter-connected by circulation. The shopping space 
is the surface of dynamic space. Shops are aligned along the 
direction of movement and this movement flow through the 
duster of cultural space. 
SOLID 
Static space 
EVENT SPACE 
SURFACE — 
dynamic space 
CULTURAL SPACE 
SHOPPING SPACE 
CIRCULATION SPACE 
VOID 
static space 
3 At certain locations, the surface of shopping space is cutout 
to form void spaces. The intersection of shopping space and 
EVENT SPACE cultural space become possible site for event space. The condi-
tion of this intersection is variable: they could have visual con-
nection, physical accessibility, and both or no connection. 
4 In spite of physical or visual connection, the shopping and 
cultural space could be also connected by sharing space for 
common necessity, such as restaurant, library/ bookstore and 
INTERVENTION IMAGINARY SITUATIONS 
INTERVENTION IMAGINARY SITUATIONS 
Situation 1 ； Event Space produced by the conflict of cultural space and shopping space 
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Situation 2: Event Space produced by the conflict of static space and dynamic space 
INTERVENTION 
INTROUDTION 
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Indoor public space 
Outdoor public space 
break down the circulation 
from Habour City Complex 
habour city star house 
< 1 I 
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INTERVENTION 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
i 
�
f 

INTERVENTION 
SITE STRATEGIES 
TOP VIEW 
sT , � 1 1 I I I r i i i i i _ i i — H i f e ^ 
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2 
3 

INTERVENTION 
PROGRAMS 
PROGRAMMATIC STUDY CONNECTION BY SHARED PROGRAMMES 
SHOPPING ON STREET SHOPPING IN MALL 
arrive TST arrive Art Museum arrive Art M u s f u m 
17:0^�� >7:30 
leave Art Museum 
A visitor's timeline recording the activities in shopping and cultural spaces: the overlapping of the static spaces (galleries in the cultural space) and the dynamic spaces (shopping space) cre-
ate the possibilities of events. The necessary spaces, such as sitting out area, restaurant and cinema, could be shared among the two. They are also tool to integrate the cultural and shopping 
space. 
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+ CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT BETWEEN MEGA-STRUCTURES AT BOTH ENDS 
to roof garden 
roof garden 
TO«."sT.NGT>1EATEB ENTRANCE LEVEL 
+ CULTURAL SPACES EMBEDDED IN SHOPPING SPACE 
SHOPPING SPACE …ABOUT CITY) 
CULTURAL SPACES INCREASE IN OPENNESS 
+ MORE PUBLIC SPACE IN DIFFERENT LEVELS 
green space at rooftop 
+ STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM 
TRUSS SUPPORTED BY COREIS 
AT BOTH ENDS— 〜 
I 
一 - z .. .... 
.•^ if-iur：："^'"" _ I • 
T t r r r r H -
BEAM ATTACHED TO CULTURAL 
CENTRE FOR BALANCING 
• 
CORE 
CORE 



PLAN + ISOMETRIC 1:1500 
10-STAGE 
PLAN-STUDIOTHEATRE ENTRANCE-1:1000 
PLAN - STUDIO THEATRE -1:1000 
PLAN - SUBWAY CONNECTION -1:1500 
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